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Center News

Busy Summer Days Are Here

Since our spring newsletter was distributed, all of the volunteers with the wildlife
center have been busy rescuing and saving lives, feeding infants, taking phone calls,
and cleaning cages. It is a never ending process but well worth the effort as we
observe the precious lives thriving in our loving care. Without the help of our
members, caretakers, transporters, and veterinarians, we could not save such a large
number of lives. During April, May, and June, many infant opossums, raccoons,
and songbirds were admitted for care as well as a few white tailed fawns, raptors,
turtles, water birds, rabbits, and even gray squirrels. There were many times when I
worked 16 hour days, but I am grateful that I am still able to do so. The photo is of
one of the fawns that came in for care this spring.
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White Tail Deer

Arrivals and Releases

During May and June, we received several orphaned fawns, which were in care for several weeks.
Two of these, a male and a female, are pictured below, and they were sure to steal the hearts of all
who were fortunate enough to see them. It was nice to receive the second one shortly after the first
came in so that they could provide needed companionship to each other. After a few days of care,
they were housed in a deer pen and small barn. We let them out of the barn in the morning after their
bottle feeding, and secured them in the barn for the night to protect them from possible predators.
They actually went into the barn on their own by early evening, so it was an easy process. While in
our care, they received four bottles per day, and at a young age, they began to browse on vegetation.
We treated them with medications for intestinal parasites, but otherwise, the babies were healthy and
lively. After the stabilization period, volunteer, Erika Weiss, transported them to rehabilitator Wynne
Burns in Fort Pierce, who had several in care. Due to health issues, we no longer raise the fawns
until they are old enough for release, but we are still able to assist them when they are small. We are
very grateful to Winnie and her volunteers for their help. Earlier in the season, I sent a large group
of opossums to her when I had more than I could possibly handle.

Ron Hardee bottle feeding the fawns.

Carol Hardee with one of the fawns in
care.
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Arrivals and Releases

Raccoons

April and May are traditionally months in which we receive many baby raccoons for
care. Sometimes the young are orphaned and some are left behind when the mother
raccoon is trapped and taken away. Often, we are hard pressed to place the groups of
babies safely because they must be kept apart to prevent disease from spreading. We
must either house them away from each other or place them with separate volunteers
who raise raccoons for us. We have ten volunteers listed under our permits issued by
Florida Fish and Wildlife. That is the maximum number allowed, and they all
usually stay full due to the demand. We welcome our newest volunteer qualified to
raise raccoons and other wildlife, Natalie Barnhardt. She has extensive experience
with many species. Our center provides formulas, vaccines, and supplies as needed
for all of the raccoons in care unless the volunteer chooses to pay for those. It is
expensive, but we are able to provide the animals in care with the best possible
chance for survival and good health.

Above: two coons are given “breakfast in
bed”.

Above: Baby coon, Miller, is not yet ready for the
big outdoors.

Left: a neonate raccoon
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Gray Squirrels

Arrivals and Releases

We released squirrels throughout the spring and early summer, however, we began to
admit infant squirrels again in June-earlier than expected. The baby squirrels
usually start to arrive in August and then continue throughout the fall, winter, and a
few in the spring. When small, we house them in plastic animal containers on
heating pads, and “bottle” feed them four times per day. When they weigh about 100
grams, if their eyes have opened, we place them in wire “climbing” cages with a
ferret cube for a bed. Ferret cubes hang by clips and have several openings to
accommodate entrance and exit by the squirrels. On the floor of the cage, we place
bowls of dry foods (sunflower seeds, shelled pecans, unsalted, roasted peanuts,
roasted pumpkin seeds), and raw produce-broccoli, sweet potato, corn on the cob,
squash, cucumber, tomato, etc. The squirrels still receive four feedings of formula
per day until they are 180 grams in weight, when we reduce to three feedings. Once
the young are between 200- 240 grams, we wean them from formula, and move them
to one of the outdoor cages where they spend at least one month getting in condition
for the wild.

Above left: one of the squirrels in the
outdoor squirrel house munching on maple
seeds, a favorite food.
Above right: three baby girls-eyes not open
Below right: another baby girl squirrel
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Arrivals and Releases

Opossums

This spring and summer, we received more than 100 opossums needing help. Most
of them were “pouch babies” , found when mother opossums were killed by dogs or
cars. When they are small - under 70 grams, I tube feed them using a special formula
designated by the National Opossum Society. Over the years, it has given me the best
success rate with neonates although it is a bit difficult to prepare. Many litters from
the spring have been released with only a dozen left in outdoor pens yet to be freed.
Late in June and early July, however, we began to receive what I call “the second
wave” of babies. A total of 23 were admitted over a few weeks; so I was tube feeding
once again, but I am glad to be able to save them!
Between June and July, we
received more tiny opossums
needing love and care. They
enjoy snuggling in the soft fleece
that we provide.

These babies are tube fed four
times per day until they are
old enough to eat on their own
when about 60 - 70 grams in
weight. They are also kept on
a heating pad in soft bedding.
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Opossums

Arrivals and Releases

This juvenile opossum is old enough
to eat and drink from a small bowl or
dish. They receive opossum formula,
small carnivore diet, fruits, and
insects at this stage.

This old guy was brought in
by Dr. Jane Fishman Leon in
rough shape. He appeared to
have been severely bitten by
a dog and had maggots in the
wounds which included his
head. He recuperated in care
and healed completely for two
months before being released.
We were pleased to have given
him some more time as he had
plenty of life left in him-he just
needed help.

This mother opossum with a pouch full of
babies was rescued after being hit by a car.
Long time member, Sheryl Opsahl stopped to
get her out of danger and to our center. The
mom and her babies all recovered very well in
a nice enclosure with all of their needs
met, food, water, and safety. They were
released once the recovery was completed.
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Birds

Arrivals and Releases

This juvenile red shouldered hawk
was admitted thin and hungry. He
was having a difficult time of it after
leaving his parents. We got him
on his feet and then sent him to the
Audubon Center for Birds of Prey in
Maitland, FL, for on going care.

Sea World of
Orlando has been
kind to accept
transfers of many
large birds to their
avian department
where the birds
receive
excellent care and
on-going
rehabilitation. This
juvenile sandhill
crane was one of
many this year that
received the
specialized care
offered by Sea World
at no charge.
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Arrivals and Releases

two newly hatched sparrows
young crow with a leg fracture

fledgling blue gray gnat catcher

fledgling blue jay

red bellied
woodpecker

young cardinal

blue jays, mockingbirds,
& brown thrasher
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Arrivals and Releases

Turtles and Tortoises

The photos below are of a juvenile gopher tortoise, a young adult gopher tortoise, and an eastern box
turtle. All had received injuries from cars or dogs. We want to thank Back to Nature
Wildlife Refuge and rehabilitator, Gail Harris, for accepting turtles from us. At our center, we are
really stretched to the limit due to the numbers of animals admitted, and we are lucky to have the
extra help when needed from other well qualified rehab centers and individuals.

Rabbits
We received many baby bunnies
in May, cottontails and marsh
rabbits. For a while, it seemed
as though we were admitting
them daily.
Most of them were transferred
to rehabilitator, Gail Harris, who
does a great job raising them and
releases them on her property
once they are grown. We thank
Gail for her assistance.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Above: Tom Capellini offered a bottle to one of two
orphaned fawns in June.

Sandy Juba with a neonate river otter

Right: Bob & Iris Reynolds

Carol Hardee and Frankie Thompson
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Leslie Johnson

Wildlife Center Volunteers

My mom, Alice Kerr

Melanie Leon and Dr. Jane Fishman Leon visited us
and our four dogs in July. Dogs left to right: Toki,
Niblet, Laddie, and Scruffy.

Donna Holly

Ethel Huggins
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Lindy Williams

The Lyons family

Carol Hardee and Kelly Duboise

James Johnson helped with raccoon and
opossum releases recently.
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Wildlife Center Volunteers

Jennifer Fletcher Odum

Jennifer Rosenfeldt

Teri White

Erika Weiss and cottontail rabbit babies
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WISH LIST

Foods: Dry Pedigree, Purina, or Science Diet Puppy food, unsalted, roasted
peanuts, shelled pecans, any unshelled nuts, wild bird and sunflower seeds, any
brands of dry dog or cat foods.
Supplies : infant “receiving blankets”, fleece fabric (can be purchased at Joanne’s
Fabrics), which is used to make sleeping hammocks, small size “Catac” nipples for
feeding squirrels (available from Chris’ Squirrels and More on line), toy stuffed
animals, copy paper,
Cleaning supplies: paper towels, especially Bounty and Viva brands, unscented
laundry detergent and dryer softener sheets, black, heavy duty trash bags with tie
handles, Charmin bathroom tissue, liquid hand soap, zip-lock gallon sized freezer
bags with zipper closures and other sizes as well, spray cleaners such as “409” and
Lysol cleaners for floors.
Monetary Donations are always necessary to supply the vaccines, foods, formulas,
and equipment required to “do the job.” We really appreciate all of our
wonderful members who have supported this work - without you, we could not
succeed in rehabilitating so many lives.

Wayne Hardee bottle feeding a fawn

If you include the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida in your will, please be
sure to use the legal name and address of our Center as listed in this newsletter.
The Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida is an IRS registered 501(c)3 organization. All donations are tax
deductible. A copy of the official registration and financial information may be obtained from the Division of Consumer Services by calling toll free within the state, 1-800-435-7352.. This does not imply endorsement or approval by
the state of Florida. Tax exempt # 59-3130774
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Thank You To The Following:
We wish to thank dear friends of the wildlife,
Wayne and Linda Boyd, for their kind and generous support
over many years. They have helped us to save countless lives.
We thank the dedicated staff of Disney’s Animal KingdomHospital Manager, Lori Grady, and all of the DAK animal
keepers and interns who assist the
wildlife. Our friends at DAK have done so much to support
the care of many injured and orphaned wild animals. We also
appreciate the items brought to us by the WDW staff for their
annual Earth Day donation drive.
A thanks goes to the following vets and their staff: Dr. Jane Fishman Leon; Geneva Oaks
Animal Hospital-Dr. David Jourdenais, who has assisted us for more than 20 years;
Countryside Vet Clinic-Dr. Amy Charlton; East Orlando Animal Hospital-Dr. Kerry Jackson,
Mayfair Animal Hospital-Dr. Whaley. All of these dedicated veterinarians and their wonderful
staff have assisted the Wildlife Center in many ways-thank you for caring.
Thanks, Publix on Alafaya Trail at Eastwood for the fresh produce, BJs Lake Underhill for
the bakery items, and thank you to long time friends at Winn Dixie for the dog and cat foods.
Thank you to the staff of Sea World, Orlando, for their assistance in accepting injured water
birds, cranes, and turtles for treatment.
We wish to thank the nice folks at Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation for their support .
Thanks, Nancy Hunter at the Publix store #436 for donating dry dog and cat foods-great job!
Thank you Jeanie Galloway, a very special friend to the Center for the many gift boxes that
she so kindly sends.
A thank you goes out to the officers of the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
for their caring and concern in protecting the wild animals that we love.
A Big Thank You to Osceola and Seminole County Animal Control staff who have gone above
and beyond in saving the lives of so many injured and orphaned wildlife. They have worked
very closely with our volunteers, and we appreciate all that they have done for us.
A Thank you goes out to Back to Nature Wildlife Refuge in Lake Nona and to the Animis
Foundation in Ocala for accepting songbirds for care from us. Due to the volume of animals
received, we have requested help from these centers which have kindly accepted.
We wish to thank rehabilitator, Gail Harris, of Geneva, for accepting animals for care.
We are so pleased that rehabilitator, Wynne Burns of Fort Pierce, FL, could accept our fawns
Thanks to Dr. Jane Fishman Leon and her daughter, Melanie Leon, for their assistance and
support.
Thanks to Johnny Metcalf, James Johnson, and John Rogers for assisting us with releases.
You have helped us so much, and we do appreciate it.
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Thank You To The Following:
Wildlife Center Volunteers

Marshall Wolfe was photographed with Scruffy and Laddie while at the center. Marshall
has been a huge help to us, building many needed items.
We thank the Lyons family-Stephanie, Pete, Michael, and Mathew for helping to prepare the
newsletters for mailing.
Our volunteers who field phone calls, are vaccinated for rabies
prevention, care for a wide variety of species, and transport as needed: Bill and Leslie Johnson,
Lindy and Lindsay Williams, Jennifer Rosenfeldt, Ethel Huggins, Stacy Russo,
Jennifer Fletcher Odum, Thressa Jones, Esther & Wallace Plummer, Teri White,
and Natalie Barnhardt - Thanks!
On site helpers, Alice Kerr, and Tom Capellini.
A big THANKS also to the volunteer transporters: Wayne Koladey, Frankie Thompson,
Valerie Jenkins, Jack & Sandy Juba, Becky Hopson, Stephanie Lyons, Lou Ann Smith,
& Melanie Freire.
We wish to thank Ron’s brother, Jack Hardee, and nephew,
Larry Hardee, for helping us with many hours of work on the web site. Jack also donates his
time as our computer tech, which is so needed.
I would like to thank our son, Wayne Hardee, and grandson, Alden Hardee, for
their help completing repairs, cage cleaning, and many projects here on site.

In Memory:

In loving memory of Eleanor Mobley, the mother of Lindy Williams.
Mrs. Mobley passed away on May 26, 2015, at the age of 90, after a long illness.
In Ft. Meyers, Fl, she was known as the “bird lady”, and with her daughter,
Lindy, raised baby orphaned songbirds for years. She revered all living
creatures, and was also a gifted artist.
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BECOME A MEMBER — Members receive the newsletter for one year. Issues full of stories and updates on all
of your wild animal friends! Donations of $50+ also receive a beautiful 8x10 full-color photo, suitable for framing.

Please notify us of address changes-bulk mail is not forwarded to you or returned to us. ***
Your membership expiration date is listed on your mailing label. ***Thanks for your support!

 Individual ($20)
 Family ($25)
 Business ($100 - $999)
 Corporate ($1000+)
 Other $_____________
AUG 2015 Newsletter
Thank you for your support!

Please fill in the following if the newsletters are to be mailed to an address different from that on your check:
NAME ____________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS___________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Central Florida (or WRC)
MAIL TO: 21117 Reindeer Road, Christmas, FL 32709 PHONE: 407-568-3200
Or Join on line at our web site by using a credit card payment. Donations are tax deductible.

